The paper presents the results of numerical modeling of hot spot growth process in detonation with account for turbulent mixing. The performed investigation has shown that large-scale HE (High explosives) particles mix up and split down to smaller sizes in the result of shock wave impact, instability development on the HE-EP (Explosion product) interface and vortex flow; at these sizes, due to the developed surface of the HE-EP contact, HE has enough time to get heated (energy transfer from EP), and the decomposition reaction effectively continues. Numerical modeling make the calculation of the hot spot growth rate (about 100-200 m/s) possible. This has proved the hypothesis saying that at mechanical material transport the turbulence in the reaction zone plays an important role and it must be taken into account in the detonation theory.
Nomenclature
If not additionally specified, the following notations and units are used in this paper: t 
Introduction
Solid high explosives are heterogeneous. They have cavities and cracks, grain boundaries and interphase boundaries. Structural defects (cavities, interphase and intergrain boundaries, lattice defects, cracks) influence the shock-wave sensitivity and dynamics of shock wave transition to detonation. HE (High explosive) initiation also takes place when the SW (Shock wave) energy is not sufficient for homogeneous HE heating up to the flash bang temperature. Localization of shock wave energy on the structural defects results in local heating and initiation of disintegration reaction in so called "HS (Hot spots)".
The hot spot concept and the spot-based mechanism of detonation initiation and development are the basic conception of the modern physics of explosion [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In the frames of this theory many phenomena are naturally explained by the fact that the shock wave contact with structural defects results in the localization of energy dissipation at detached spots.
For convenience the initiation pattern for heterogeneous HE can be divided into three stages.
Hot spot forming: This is the stage from the moment of HE compression with shock wave to the start of chemical reaction in local spots. This stage
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continues for about 1 ns and consists of the generation of localized heated spots in the vicinity of cavities and boundaries of the grains due to the effects of heated gas in the cavities, microcumulative effects when the cavities collapse, inter-grain friction and plastic deformations [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Hot spot growth (or dying out) depending on the pressure in the surrounding "cold" HE prior to the contact with neighboring spots. At this phase the Inter-spot interaction and merging: At this phase the quick high-temperature and high-pressure reaction completion takes place at the moment when the interacting areas start merging, which is the process that supports fast transition to self-sustained stationary detonation process (the explosion proper). The key stage of the detonation development is the process of hot spot growth resulting in the shock wave transition into detonation, and its dependence on pressure is determined by the energy transfer process. We can suppose that in a large-scale HE burning the dependence of the burning front velocity on pressure is also determined, firstly, by the energy transfer process. Various theories of this process exist, and the dominant one is based on the molecular thermal conductivity. However, the estimations of the growth rate for HS are less than 100 m/s. Such HS growth rate can be obtained if the coefficient of thermal conductivity for EP exceeds its value in normal conditions by 3 or more orders of magnitude, which is physically incorrect.
In this paper the turbulent mixing is considered as such mechanism, which possibility has been expressed before [9] [10] [11] . Due to high intensity of turbulent mixing the turbulent flows have increased ability of heat transfer and accelerated propagation of chemical reactions. However, the mentioned papers interpreted the turbulence as a small-scale process and neglected its effect on the burning process. The first 2D numerical study that affirmed the turbulent mechanism of energy transfer has been described by the authors of this paper in [12] .
We believe that the general physical picture of the process is as follows. Turbulence occurs due to the multi-dimensional character of the burning process and HS growth, as well as because of gas dynamic instability on the burning front. It mixes up large-scale HE particles and at that splits them down to smaller sizes, at which due to the developed surface of the HE-EP contact, HE has enough time to get heated (energy transfer from EP to HE), and the decomposition reaction effectively continues. This paper is the continuation of the numerical study presented in [12] . In this paper HE burning modeling was made in the 3D approximation using the FCD code EGAK [13] without any turbulence models, which means it was DNS modeling. For the reader's convenience we also provide the results of paper [12] , where the 2D EGAK simulations using the к-ε model are shown.
2D Simulations
Simulation Setting
Initial geometry for 2D axially symmetrical simulations is shown in Fig. 1 .
A square with the side 5 × 10 -3 is considered. The quarter sphere with the radius R = 10 -3 is occupied by heated EP in accordance with the HE caloricity and thermal capacity. The rest area is occupied by cold HE. . of state of th : nce and heati E burning k us law):
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he Mie-Gruen rmal conduct the hot spot g Fig. 3 shows r simulation mbinations of e obtained lusion of turb ysically reaso simulation ysical featur ounting for e bulence) does e. growth law where the mean HS growth rate is: ∆R/∆t ~ 200 m/s. The graphs in Fig. 5 show the time dependences of the EP mass in the simulations performed on various grids. We can see, there is convergence at the grid refinement. At that the results of simulations 4 and 6 utterly match each other.
3D Simulations
3D simulations were performed on fixed computational grids in Eulerian variables with HE and EP separation into different materials using the concentrations method (volume of fluid). Turbulence models were not used in 3D simulations: from the point of view of turbulence such simulations were direct numerical modeling. All 3D simulations were performed with account for the process of heat conductance. Note, that in these simulations, as well as above, the supposition about the temperature equity for components in mixed cells is used. In fact this means, that in such cells the heat exchange between materials is realized instantaneously, which conforms to the supposition about homogeneous character of materials mixing in a cell.
In contrast to the preceding section, the HE structure configuration with gas inclusion was taken into account in 3D simulations. Since the real configuration could be difficult to represent, two elementary ones were chosen: a sphere and a tetrahedron.
Simulation of Hot Spot Formation around Heated Gas Inclusion
In this simulation series we simulated the hot spot formation from EP after shock way passing through HE and spherical gas inclusion. The process of shock wave passing is not simulated in this series; it is supposed that at the initial moment of time the gas inclusion is heated with shock wave.
Simulation Setting
Initial geometry is a cube with the side of 5 × 10 -3
. The spherical octant with the radius R = 10 -3 is occupied by the gas with the input parameters ρ 0 = 0.4, p 0 = 0.32, e 0 = 4. EoS-"ideal gas" with the following parameters: γ=1.2, C V =0.0004. Thus, the gas temperature at the initial moment is T=e/C V =10,000. HE with the initial parameters (ρ 1 = 1.91, p 1 = 8, e 1 = 2.02349) occupy the rest area. The Eqs. of gas state, HE and EP, as well as the Arrhenius kinetics parameters are the same as in the main simulations of Section 1. The used coefficients of thermal conductivity were:
χ gas = 150, χ BB = 0.5016, χ EP = 1 , however, in one of the simulations these coefficients were increased by the order of magnitude for all materials.
The main simulations were performed on the homogeneous grid 100 × 100 × 100. Apart from that, one simulation was made on the grid 400 × 400 × 400. Table 2 shows the variants of the first series simulations n , e y s e r e e on such grid d turbulence ns rigid walls an see in the more intense zes decrease. (8) where, V is the EP volume, and R 0 -the initial radius of the gas inclusion (for tetrahedron this is the radius of its volume, turned into sphere). Fig. 13 shows the time dependence of the EP spot radius in the simulation 5 obtained using the second criterion. In this simulation the growth rate was about 20 m/s. Thus, the hypothesis of important role of turbulence in the problem in question has been proved with direct problem simulation; the growth rate of a unit spot increased in the simulations. However, in the same series of simulations the required growth rate was not reached. Therefore we conducted a series of more realistic simulations, which is described in the following section.
Modeling of Hot Spot Formation around Gas Inclusion behind the Wave front Simulation Setting
In this simulation series a more realistic problem was simulated, namely the growth of the spot at the shock wave passage. The problem geometry was a 60 × 60 × 180 µm cuboid with two tetrahedron gas inclusions (Fig. 14) , which initial dimensions were the same as those in Section 2.1. On the left boundary, on the x-axis, the inflow were specified, which corresponded to the incident shock wave; on the right boundary the outflow condition was set; the rest boundaries were rigid walls. In the simulations the initial parameters for gas and HE, as the shock wave parameters were varied.
Simulation 6: The EoS parameters for gas and EP were the same as in the simulation 5 of Section 2.1, only the HE parameters were different: C V = 0.001; C 0 = 2.9; n = 5.4; Г = 1.25; ρ 00 = 1.91. A flow with the following parameters was specified on the inflow boundary: ρ = 2.37; p = 8; e = 0.745; u = 0.86. and HE pressure to make the energy and the temperatures balanced at the initial moment, and ε = С v T was chosen so that the temperature at t = 0 was 300. 3.3.1 Simulation Results Fig. 15 shows the EP bulk concentrations in one of the simulations at several moments of time (the timeline starts at the moment of the SW arrival to the inclusions, EP spots were formed there, they moved, grew and then merged. Fig. 16 shows the R-t diagrams of the hot spot sizes in these simulations calculated under the formula 1 without gas inclusion. In all three simulations the time dependence of the spot radius growth reached the approximately linear section, which means that the growth rate was constant. Table  3 shows the growth rates for each spot determined on the linear sections in the simulations. We can see, that the spot growth rates in all the simulations exceeded 100 m/s, at that the growth rate of the second spot was significantly larger than that of the first spot. This was due to the fact, that the first spot was under the effect of idealized (not perturbed) shock wave, while the second spot was under the effect of the shock wave perturbed during the first spot passage. This was the additional factor that contributed to the stronger flow turbulence.
Discussion of Results
At the numerical modeling of the HS burning process with account for turbulent mixing (both 3D DNS and 2D к-ε) and thermal conductivity significantly bigger HS burn rates, as compared with the laminar burning, are obtained. The effect of the rate increase takes place at various problem settings. With the most true-to-life problem settings the HS growth rate was 100~200 m/s, which was sufficient for the detonation regime of the HT growth. Thus, the conducted numerical study proves the hypothesis saying that the turbulence in the reaction area is an important factor at the HS burning and it is important to take it into account both in the numerical simulations and the detonation theory.
The physical picture of the HS burning is as follows:
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the shock wave at the compression heats gas inclusions up to a high temperature; when the walls are heated the gas-phase decomposition reaction starts, and the instability develops on the HE/EP interface. The main process of energy transfer goes on turbulently, and, due to the vortex flow, large-scale HE particles mix up and break into smaller-size particles. So, as a result of this event and due to the developed surface of the HE-EP interface the HE has enough time to get heated (energy transfer from EP) and the decomposition reaction effectively continues. Thus, the turbulent nature of energy transfer and the role of thermal conductivity for the cold HE heating at the developed HE-EP interface and grain refinement are logically substantiated. The experimental studies of the reaction area with high resolution [18, 19] confirm the complicated cellular structure of the detonation front, which perturbation period correlates with the HE grains' sizes.
Conclusions
The performed numerical modeling has the qualitative research character and does not claim to be absolutely accurate at the evaluation of the process development parameters. Nevertheless, the modeling performed with account for turbulent mixing and thermal conductivity allowed us to obtain the HS growth rates sufficient for reaching the detonation regime of the HS growth. Thus we have acquired the proof of the hypothesis saying that turbulence in the reaction area is an important factor at the HE burning and it should be taken into account in numerical simulations and the detonation theory.
